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Navigating the complexities of application modernization and cloud migration 

demands a strategic approach. With NTT DATA's Cloud Migration 

Framework, gain access to robust tools and a systematic methodology, 

enabling comprehensive evaluation of requirements and risks while crafting 

a tailored transformation plan.

Service Overview
• Cloud technology enables organisations to empower their people to be successful in a connected 

global environment which is becoming increasingly complex and competitive.

• Moving to cloud comes with complexities and intricacies which need to be planned for and managed. 

Most organisations employ a hybrid model for their technology platforms and applications. 

• NTT DATA has the depth and breadth of skills and experience to address the complexities of a multi-

platform and multi-application modernisation and migration program which includes Microsoft Azure. 

• In-depth assessments determine the best options available and provide a roadmap which 

accommodates an organization’s cloud strategy. 

Tangible Outcomes
• Leverage the benefit of cloud: cost savings, platform refresh, agility and scale.

• Optimise Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

• Employment of Azure networking and connectivity design principles.

• Secure by Design planning and deployment for your hybrid estate.

• Compliant solution adhering to governance principles and best practice.

• Well-defined framework to minimise risks  and ensure business continuity across all parts of the 

migration process.

• Delivery of a consistent user experience, 24/7, across locations.

Cloud Migration Framework
Fuel your business growth: Unlock efficiency and boost productivity 

through strategic cloud migration initiatives.
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As a Global Systems Integrator, NTT DATA is a trusted partner for modernising 

and migrating your workloads to Azure Cloud.
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Learn more about NTTDATA

NTT DATA
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NTT DATA Cloud Migration Framework 

““There is no business strategy without a cloud strategy. The cloud is 
becoming the centerpiece of new digital experiences, driving innovation and 

efficiency across various industries.”

– Gartner, November 2021

How our Cloud Adoption Framework helps you achieve business benefits

• Cloud Migration Framework: Reduces the complexities of a multi-platform and multi-application 

modernisation and migration programme. 

• Optimise Total Cost of Ownership: Considers issues such as sizing Azure based on compute, 

storage and networking requirements, licensing and industry benchmarks. We provide a TCO case to 

optimize your data costs while generating value.

• Azure Networking and Design Principles: Dimension Data has a rich heritage in database 

management, applications, security, infrastructure and networking. The underlying IT structures and 

security are considered and accounted for in the planning, modernisation and migration of your 

applications and workloads on Azure.

Why NTT DATA

• Proven technology leadership – recognized by industry analysts

• Track record of helping clients deliver success

• A partner ecosystem for future-state architectures

• Enabling clients’  sustainability goals

• Global scale with local knowledge

https://www.dimensiondata.com/
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